The Stark spectra of autoionizing Rydberg states of Xe converging to the second ionization limit 5p "P&~z have been investigated as a function of applied electric field over the range 26-2362 V/cm.
I. INTRODUCTION The Rydberg spectra of the rare gases have been a matter of interest for both experimentalists and theorists for many years. Because of fine structure in the ionic core"two sets of singly excited Rydberg series converge to two separate ionization limits. The series converging to the upper (j = -, ' ) fine-structure level autoionizes. Strong interactions between both series can be observed, as is characteristic of heavy atoms. Among the heavy rare gases, xenon Rydberg series have been investigated by several research groups using diferent experimental techniques. The earliest method used for the study of the rare-gas Rydberg spectra was classical vacuum-ultraviolet (vuv) 
with 1, =max(1, 1'). ' states to the j = -, ' continuum states must be considered. We assume that the j = -, ' continua are unperturbed by the electric 6eld and note that there is no additional mixing of the j=-, ' and j=-, ' states caused by the Hs", k part of the Hamiltonian. In this case the Inixing of the discrete states should result in a redistribution of linewidth similar to the redistribution of intensity in Eq. (6). If we further assume that each series of states i is coupled to just a single continuum and that each continuum state X, (E) is unique to the series i, then the linewidth for a transition to level m is given by gC;" V"; (7) i n where V", = (P", V~X;(E)) and Vis that part of the Ho which is responsible for bound-continuum coupling. The magnitude of V", can be deduced from the zero-field linewidths I "; by using the Fermi golden rule expression, I ";=2m i V";i (g) Wang and Knight measured approximate autoionization linewidths for the ns' and nd' series, which we list in Table III . The linewidths for np' and nf' and higher series are not known, but we assume that they are smaller than for nd', which is fairly certain for I'&2. We note here that the hnewidths are largest for nd'[ -, '] , and on that basis we make a major simplification; we assume that the coupling of the nd'[ -, '], states to the continuum makes the major contribution in Eq. (7) 1400/n *' 1300/n 35000/n *' 12000/n *' 4000/n * 6000/n 0'(E)=oocos b,
The summation is over the discrete levels m and we have retained the superscript i to indicate that only the autoionization channel is being considered.
pro is the direct photoionization cross section for channel i, I' =2m gC, " V"; 
where V;(E)= g C;" V";(E}, Figure 8 shows the simulated polarization dependence for the same part of the spectrum shown in Fig. 5 isp [-, '] isa [-, '] esp' [-] III C.
In Fig. 9 we plot a simulated Stark map, equivalent to that shown in Fig. 3 
